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CHRISTIAN DELAGE 
 

 

dates Autumn 2013 (Aug 23-Oct 7) 

New York/Washington/Boston 
 

CHRISTIAN DELAGE is a historian and filmmaker. A 

Professor at the University Paris 8, he also teaches at 

Sciences Po Paris, the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en 

Sciences Sociales and the Cardozo Law School in New 

York.  

Since the mid-1990s, he has worked on the history of 

the Holocaust, particularly archival film footage of the 

liberation of the Nazi camps and the Nuremberg Trials, 

considering the consequences of using film for the 

purposes of justice and memory.  

In 2007, his documentary, Nuremberg: The Nazis 

Facing Their Crimes, premiered at Lincoln Center. He 

has since worked on a number of films and 

exhibitions: Delage served as a policy advisor on the 

filming of the Khmer Rouge trials and produced 

Cameras in the Courtroom, a documentary discussing 

the issue of filming trials. He has also shaped the 

permanent exhibition of Compiegne's Internment and 

Deportation Memorial, and, in 2010, a special exhibition for the Shoah Memorial in Paris Filming the 

camps. John Ford, Samuel Fuller and George Stevens, from Hollywood to Nuremberg. The exhibition was 

presented in New York at the Museum of Jewish Heritage from March to October 2012. 

Delage is also the author of nine books, two of which are translated into English:  Caught on Camera: 

Film in the Courtroom: from the Nuremberg Trials to the Trials of the Khmer Rouge (University of 

Pennsylvania Press, August 2013); The Scene of the Mass Crime, co-edited by Peter Goodrich (Routledge, 2012). 

 

selected bibliography & filmography   

 

Books in English 

• Film in the Courtroom: from the Nuremberg 

Trials to the Trials of the Khmer Rouge 

(University of Pennsylvania Press, Fall, 2013) 

• The Scene of the Mass Crime, Routledge, 

2012 (Edited by C. Delage and Peter 

Goodrich) 

Books in French  

• La Vérité par l'Image (éd. Denoël 2006) 

• L'Historien et le film (with V. Guigueno; éd. 

Gallimard, 2004) 

• De l'histoire au cinéma (with A. de Baecque; 

éd. Complexe, 1998) 

• Chaplin, la grande histoire (éd. Jean-Michel 

Place 1998) 

• La vision nazie de l'histoire (éd. L'âge 

d'homme, 1989) 
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Books in French (cont.) 

• Révoltes, révolutions, cinéma (with B. 

Fleury-Vilatte and M. Ferro; éd. Centre 

national d'art et de culture Georges-

Pompidou, 1989) 

Films 

• Montoire, l'image manquante, INA, 1998 

• La petite patrie, France Supervision, 1994 

• Nuremberg. Les nazis face à leurs crimes, 

Arte, 2006 

• Les Voyages du maréchal, Planète, 1990 

• Avec les enfants? ; La Rafle des enfants 

d'Izieu. Archives filmées du procès Barbie ; 

Les enfants d'Izieu, Mémorial des enfants 

d'Izieu, 1994. 

• Berlin, de la réunification à l'unité, Arte, 

1993 

• Ecrire et vivre à Berlin ; Ecrire et vivre à 

Athènes ; Ecrire et vivre à Vienne, FR3, 1989-

1991 

• Nazisme et guerre mondiale, 1987. 

 

 

lectures offered 

 
in French/English 

 

1 / C. Delage can talk about his book Caught on Camera: Film in the Courtroom: from the Nuremberg Trials to the 

Trials of the Khmer Rouge, to be published by the University of Pennsylvania Press, August 2013 

 
2/ He could discuss his documentary:  

DVD Filming the camps. John Ford, Samuel Fuller and George Stevens, from Hollywood to Nuremberg. 

(avail. in NTSC format in English or French) 

 

3/ C. Delage can also discuss the 2012 exhibit he curated on filming the camps:  

http://www.timeout.com/newyork/festivals/filming-the-camps 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304636404577291631285103326.html 

 

about the book Caught on Camera: 
Film in the Courtroom: from the Nuremberg Trials to the Trials of the Khmer Rouge 

University of Pennsylvania Press, August 2013 

Translated by Ralph Schoolcraft and Mary Byrd Kelly 

 

When the Allied forces of World War II formed an international tribunal to prosecute 
Nazi war crimes, they introduced two major innovations to court procedure. The 
prosecution projected film footage and newsreels shot by British, Soviet, and American 
soldiers as they discovered Nazi camps. These images, presented as human testimony and 
material evidence, were instrumental in naming and prosecuting war crimes. At the same 
time, the Nuremberg tribunal was filmed so that the memory of "the greatest trial in 
history" would remain strong in future generations. In the decades that followed, the use 
of film in the courtroom greatly influenced the conduct of the Eichmann trial—and 
subsequently the trials of Klaus Barbie, Paul Touvier, and Maurice Papon in France, as 
well as the proceedings against Slobodan Miloševic and the Khmer Rouge Kang Kek 
lew. 

Combining the practical knowledge of a renowned director with the perspective of a 
historian and media specialist, Christian Delage examines archival footage from these 
trials and explores the conditions and consequences of using film for the purposes of justice and memory. Revised 
and expanded from the original French publication, Caught on Camera retraces the steps by which the United States 
pioneered jurisprudence that sanctioned the introduction of film as evidence and then established the precedent of 
preserving an audiovisual record of those proceedings. From the Nuremberg trials to the current Khmer Rouge trials, 
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Delage considers how national attitudes toward the introduction of filmic evidence in court vary widely, and how 
different countries have sought to use film as a recordkeeping medium. Caught on Camera demonstrates how 
reproduced images, as evidence, testimony, and archival documentation, have influenced the writing of modern 
history. 

 

about the book The Scene of the Mass Crime  

(Edited by C. Delage et Peter Goodrich) Routledge, 2012 

 

 

The Scene of the Mass Crime takes up the unwritten history of the peculiar yet highly 

visible form of war crimes trials. These trials are the first and continuing site of the 

interface of law, history and film. From Nuremberg to the contemporary trials in 

Cambodia, film, in particular, has been crucial both as evidence of atrocity and as the 

means of publicizing the proceedings. But what does film bring to justice? Can law 

successfully address war crimes, atrocities, genocide? What do the trials actually 

show? What form of justice is done, and how does it relate to ordinary courts and 

proceedings? What lessons can be drawn from this history for the very topical 

political issue of filming civil and criminal trials? This book takes up the diversity and 

complexity of these idiosyncratic and, in strict terms, generally extra-legal medial 

situations. Drawing on a fascinating diversity of public trials and filmic responses, from 

the Trial of the Gang of Four to the Gacaca local courts of Rwanda to the filmic 

symbolism of 9-11, from Soviet era show trials to Nazi People's Courts, leading 

international scholars address the theatrical, political, filmic and symbolic importance 

of show trials in making history, legitimating regimes and, most surprising of all, in 

attempting to heal trauma through law and through film. These essays will be of considerable interest to those 

working on international criminal law, transitional justice, genocide studies, and the relationship between law and 

film. 

DATES BOOKED: 

 

September 10
th

: 6-8pm: King Juan Carlos Center of New York University 

October 2
nd

: TBC Lehman College 

 

AVAILABLE:  

All other days after 5pm and all day on September 5, 6, 19, 20, 26, 27 


